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A complete magical universe



Introduction to MetaPopit
MetaPopit are not just simple NFT collectables, the MetaPopit World is a complete magical universe!

 
This is a world full of mysteries and exciting adventures beyond time and space,

where everything is possible. MetaPopit are so unique and cute that you just can’t get enough! 

In this universe, the players can collect and trade their favorite characters. As a MetaPopit owner, they 
can earn tokens by playing the MetaPopit game, which is a single-player escape room adventure. 

Competitively or for leisure, they can have fun playing the game and be rewarded for their time,  
taking advantage of the power of the decentralized system and on-chain ownership that blockchain 

technology brings.





Design

Personality

It’s true, MetaPopit are digital, but their design is built to resemble real 
physical features: their rubbery body, their fluffy fur… You can almost 
touch them! 

These are all characteristics we gave each MetaPopit to make them 
more realistic and to bridge the gap between the digital universe and 
real, tangible objects. 

Because of this, the impact will be greater than the owner just  
possessing the MetaPopit; it will create a bond between the two,  
similar to the one we had with our toys when we were kids. 

We have created a procedural generator to help with ensuring the 
uniqueness of each MetaPopit.

Cute characters are not known for being particularly intelligent, but this 
is not the case when we talk about MetaPopit: in their world, the cutest 
= the smartest! 

So, our game philosophy is built on different contrasts.  
The main characters are not the classic characters you would find in an  
investigation/escape room game. 

At a first glance, you would not associate these cute characters with a 
mysterious and sci-fi atmosphere. But that’s where they live, and this is 
the fun part!



One of a kind

Abilities

6,969 - That’s the number of unique MetaPopit existing. 

Each one has different features, colors, and outfits, including personalities! Each 
MetaPopit has different tastes, passions, and dreams.

The MetaPopit task is to solve enigmas in order to complete a certain 
number of rooms (depending on the level’s complexity) and find the  
final reward: treasure! 

The MetaPopit main power is speed, and they are divided into multiple 
velocity categories: fast, turbo, and supersonic.
 



NFT Economics

Fast Turbo Supersonic Hypersonic

The supply of the MetaPopit will be limited to 6,969 and each MetaPopit will be unique and ranked 
based on the rarity of its traits. 

Each MetaPopit has a total of 128 possible traits, with a total of 9 different categories  
(Skin, Fur, Helmet, Belt, Accessories, Haircut, Eyes, Glasses/Visor, Hands/Feet).

55% 
 

Not bad at all!  
You are moving very fast now,  

that’s a good start.

30% 
 

Well done!  
We are so proud of you,  

keep speeding my champion!

10%

It’s incredibile but it’s true...  
you are going at the right speed!

5%

Wow! I can’t see you anymore.  
Faster than light… you are just the best!



Ecosystem



Earning mechanisms

P2E $POPIT  
 
The MetaPopit owner can play the game and get  
rewarded with $POPIT. 

P2E NFTS  
 
The player can play the game and earn MetaPopit 
NFTs. 

In order to create a new MetaPopit, the player will 
need to obtain a Star Ticket (see the breeding  
section for more details).

LEADERBOARD  
 
When playing, the player gets EXP points that make 
his MetaPopit grow in level. 

The higher the position of the MetaPopit in the Lea-
dearboard, the higher its value.

MARKETPLACE  
 
The player can purchase cosmetics from the  
Marketplace in order to increase the value of their 
MetaPopit. 

They can also sell some of their items, power-ups, 
and NFTs on the Marketplace.



The token will be built on the Polygon blockchain.

Name: MetaPopit
Symbol: POPIT 
Total Supply: 200.000.000 POPIT
Initial Circulation Supply: 11.100.000 POPIT 
Initial Circulation Supply %: 5.5%

Seed Round: 3.5% 
 
Private Round 1(NFT Holders): 2.5% 
 
Private Round 2: 12% 
 
Advisory: 4% 
 
Liquidity, MM, Marketing: 15% 
 
Ecosystem Rewards: 18% 
 
Team: 15% 
 
In-game Rewards: 30% 
 

Token metrics

3.5%
2.5%

12%

4%

15%

18%

15%

30%



The Game Overview
The game mechanics are similar to those of a classic escape room experience.
However, in our game the player has to escape more than a single room in a row in order to complete each level.



Leveling
To advance in the MetaPopit World, the players need to complete a level.
 
Every level includes more than one room – the player has to escape all of 
them in order to clear the level.
 
There are 3 level types: 
 Easy 
 Medium 
 Hard  
 
The easy levels include 3 rooms, the medium 5 rooms, and the hard 7 
rooms. 

When the players finish a room, they will find themselves in front of two 
doors; they will then have to choose what type of room they want to pro-
ceed with.
 
For example, if they have just completed a yellow room, they can now 
choose if they want to move into a red one or a blue one and so on.  
(The player can’t pick the same color as the previous room.) 

The players’s decision depends on the strategy that they are using to find 
the collectable items. 

There will be 70 levels available – with each level cleared, the players will 
gain a treasure. 

Each room of the level the players escape rewards them with a key that 
will open the next room.



Rooms
Each room of the level will be from a different geographic area and 
time era. 

One room can be in Ancient Egypt and the next one in a laboratory 
in 2072! The room combinations will be randomly assigned to the 
player for every game level. 

Besides the investigation and solving the situations in the game, in 
each room type the player could find collectable items that they 
can store and use later to gain special advantages!  
(See the Collectable Items chapter.)



Investigation
The players have to interact with the room and its components in order to find 
hints and objects. They will then have to put all the information together, in order 
to solve the enigmas that will lead them to find the next room key. 
 
The enigma types can be:  

OBJECT COMBINATION. The players observe the elements of the room; some of 
them are interactive and collectable and can be used or combined with other  
objects to solve a puzzle or complete an investigation. 

NUMERIC CODES and REBUS. Some enigmas require deciphering combinations of 
numbers or letters/words. 

MEMORY GAME. The players will find some challenges where they have to memo-
rize a certain number of images in sequence and then choose the correct ones as 
requested. 
 
FIND IT. Often, there will be pictures on the walls of the rooms that the players will 
be able to interact with. In these situations, when they click on the picture, more 
information will appear, and they will have to find the requested elements in the 
image (for example: find 7 rabbits). 

LOGIC GAMES. The players might have to solve some logic mini-games inside the 
room.



Keys Collectable Items
There are three kinds of keys that the players can find – each 
key opens a different time slot room: 

 Yellow (past)  
 Red (present)  
 Blue (future). 

Keys allow one to open the next room’s door and will also be 
collected. 

When the player collects 60 keys, they will win a golden key.

Depending on the time sector one is playing in, the players could find 
and collect different items. 

 PAST ROOMS:  coal
 PRESENT ROOMS: fuel
 FUTURE ROOMS: energy cell 

Collectables will give the players different advantages: 

 25 c = 1 extra time (+2 min)
 25 f = 1 check point
 25 e = 1 hint 

Combining the different items will get you a prize in $POPIT
15c+15f+15e = $POPIT

Coal Fuel Energy Cell



Power ups Golden Key
During the game the players can collect items and power-ups.
 
The power ups are: 

 EXTRA TIME:  +30 s 

 EXTRA TIME:  + 1 min
 
 EXTRA TIME:  +2 min
 
 HINT:  a suggestion about the investigation/puzzle
 
 CHECK POINT: If the players cannot complete a room, they can   
 start the level from the last room they were in, instead of  of the  
 first one of the level.

An amazing treasure that one can find, if they are really lucky,  
is a golden key!  
This item allows the player to automatically escape a room of their 
choice. 
 
They can decide when and in which room to use this item. This, of 
course, works only once, unless they find another golden key. 
  
There are three ways to get a golden key: 

 Finding it in a treasure
 Collecting 60 basic keys
 Purchasing it in the Marketplace

Extra Time Hint Check Point



Treasure
MetaPopit are obsessed with treasures!

Once completing the level, the players will gain one. 

Each treasure can be small or substantial, depending on the complexity of the level.
It can be a power-up, a golden key, or a $POPIT reward.



Marketplace
An important section of the MetaPopit game is the Marketplace. 

It’s a place to buy, sell, and exchange items and power-ups with the community. 

Let’s see, specifically, what can be found in the Marketplace and what can be  
obtained only by playing the game.

What  CAN BE BOUGHT from the Marketplace:
 hints 
 check point, 
 golden key 
 cosmetics 
 NFT 
 recovery formula 
 
What CAN BE SOLD in the Marketplace:
 hints 
 checkpoint 
 golden key 
 cosmetics 
 NFT

 

What can obtain ONLY PLAYING:
 keys (red, yellow, & blue) 
 collectable items (coal, fuel, & energy cell) 
 Power ups EXTRA TIME (30s, 1m, 2m) 
 lending points
 EXP points 
 
What can be EXCHANGE:
 60 basic keys = 1 golden key
 25 coal= 1 extra time (+2 min)
 25 fuel= 1 check point
 25 energy cell= 1 hint
 15 coal +15 fuel +15 energy cell = $POPIT









Breeding
What came first, the chicken or the egg? The MetaPopit! 

In fact, they come from a long, long time ago, when it all started with the Big Bang.
MetaPopit are born from Supernova – the rocky fragments of the stellar explosion are full of very powerful energy that creates these little strange 
creatures. 

Their name originates from the reaction... they POP out from the rocks!
 
The owners of at least TWO MetaPopit of level 40 and above can have the incredible privilege of getting the Star Ticket. This ticket allows these two 
MetaPopit to make a trip into the universe and find a stellar fragment that can create a new MetaPopit! 

The new MetaPopit will pop from the rock within 7 days, if the player feeds it with an energy cell every day.
If they miss one feeding day, the player shouldn’t worry, as they still have some latency hours before the power expires. 

There is always a solution… If the players really are too late, they still have a chance to get a recovery formula from the Marketplace. 

 
Important to know:
 The trip through space is very dangerous, and traveling can often cause serious injuries to the MetaPopit, that’s why EACH METAPOPIT CAN    
 TRAVEL TO THE UNIVERSE 6 TIMES MAX in their life. 

 The same MetaPopit couple CAN’T TRAVEL TOGETHER AGAIN.



METAPOPIT STAKING: TIME TO GO TO SCHOOL!
Did you know that MetaPopit can become even smarter?  
How? By studying!
 
MetaPopit offers the players the possibility of sending their character(s) 
to school, by staking their NFT(s). They can lock up their MetaPopit to get 
special powers and increase their level.
 
The longer the studying period, the more the MetaPopit can learn, the 
more the advantages are! 

To get from level 0 to 1 takes 6 hours. 

Generally in games, progressing to new levels gets exponentially harder, 
and we want to replicate those dynamics. 

The players can take their MetaPopit out of school at any time and 
unstake it/them whenever they want. Unstaking will stop the progress 
and will take the MetaPopit back to the start of the last level reached.

STUDY GROUPS
It is well known that studying with classmates can help us learn more 
and faster…the same happens for MetaPopit! 

The players can decide to stake their MetaPopit together, gaining great 
advantages:

 2 MetaPopit  class: gets 5% boost on each one, as long as the 2 NFTs  
 remain staked, so level up occurs 5% faster for both.

 3 MetaPopit class: gets 10% boost on each one, as long as the 3 NFTs  
 remain staked. He also gains 1 hint power up every 24h they are    
 staking together. 
 
  4 MetaPopit  class: gets 15% boost on each one, as long as the 4   
 NFTs remain staked. He also gains 1 hint power up every 12h they are  
 staking together. 

Important to know:  
If the players take one or more MetaPopit out of the class by unstaking 
it/them, this will stop the progress and will take that/those MetaPopit 
back to the start of the last level reached.

The staking of the remaining MetaPopit (if they are more than one) will 
be in line with the percentage of the actual class. 

Ex: If the player has a 4 MP class and they decide to unstake 1 MP, they 
keep staking the others with a 10% boost. If they unstake 2 MP, they 
keep staking the others with a 5% boost, etc.



Lending
As a MetaPopit owner, are you going to be busy for the weekend, but you still want to 
keep earning tokens? No problem, you can lend your MetaPopit! 

Someone else can play with it and give the owner a percentage of the winnings. 

This is a very cool feature of the MetaPopit game because, in addition to normal rewards, 
both players (the one who borrows and the one who lends) gain Lending Coins.
Collecting Lending Coins gives a great advantage: time!
 

 20 LC = EXTRA TIME  +30 s
 35 LC= EXTRA TIME  + 1 min
 60 LC = EXTRA TIME  +2 min 

Each players collects: 

 5 LC for each hour played in lending mode  
 (for the player who BORROWS) 

 1 LC for each hour played in lending mode.
 (for the player who LENDS, MetaPopit owner) 

NB: The experience points gained during lending will be added to the MetaPopit profile, 
and the related potential rewards will go to the MetaPopit owner.



Leaderboard
The leaderboard is a very important feature for all players. 

Every cleared level makes the MetaPopit gain experience points. The player’s 
overall score in a level is calculated based on accuracy and time. The more 
time the player has left when they complete the room, the more points they 
get. 

By gaining Exp Points, the MetaPopit one is playing with increases its level. 
Every time the MetaPopit reaches a new experience level, the player gets a re-
ward. 

If the player owns more than one MetaPopit, they can switch between them 
whenever they want. 

Climbing the Leaderboard gives them the honor of becoming the best of the 
best, but not just that: the best MetaPopit of the month will be awarded a 
golden badge and special prizes! 

Another important reason for the owner to improve the MetaPopit’s level is 
that if they decide to sell it on the Marketplace, its value will increase propor-
tionally to its level. 

Keep in mind that MetaPopit of level 40 and above will be necessary to start 
the breeding process (see the Breeding chapter for more details).



Cosmetics
MetaPopit are beautiful and super cool, but can they be even cooler?

In the Marketplace players can find a collection of fun and glamorous items to add to their characters. 

They can get backpacks, balloons, flowers, hearts, and military equipment, just to name a few.
Special edition items will be available during certain periods like Christmas, Easter, Halloween, etc.

ADD YOUR CREATIVITY!
The community members will have a chance to design new cosmetics!

We deeply believe that cooperation is the golden key in the future, and that’s why we love for the users  
to be an active part of the creative process. 

Periodically, we will arrange creative contests where MetaPopit fans can showcase their ideas.
The winners will see their items in the Marketplace, and they will also win a special prize.



Play To Earn
So, to recap and to have a more complete understanding of the game: 

How will the players get rewarded with $POPIT? 

While the players have fun and challenge themselves with enigmas and solving puzzles, they can gain $POPIT in 
many ways: 

 WINNING TREASURES, in each treasure he can find a $POPIT reward. 
 
 COMBINATING COLLECTABLE ITEMS, Certain combination of resources gives them a $POPIT prize. 
 
 SELLING ON THE MARKETPLACE, While they play, they can find\obtain objects and power-ups that they can  
 sell on the Marketplace for $POPIT
 

How can the player increase their MetaPopit’s value as an NFT? 
 

 BY PLAYING. Every level cleared by the player makes their MetaPopit earn EXP.
 Through experience points, each MetaPopit can grow in level. Every single MetaPopit that starts to play begins at  
 level 1, and the more the game is played, the more valuable the MetaPopit becomes.
 
 Important to remember: the higher the MetaPopit Level, the higher its value. MetaPopit Level 40 and above are   
 the most valuable because they have the possibility to get the Star Ticket, in order to generate new NFTs.

 THROUGH THE MARKETPLACE, the player can purchase cosmetics that will make his character(s) rarer and    
 therefore more valuable.  
 



How many different earning mechanisms are there? 

There are many: 
 
 P2E $POPIT  The MetaPopit owner can play the game and get rewarded with $POPIT.
 
 P2E NFTS  The player can play the game and earn MetaPopit NFTs. In order to create a new MetaPopit,  
 the player will need to obtain a Star Ticket (see the breeding section for more details).  
 
 LEADERBOARD When playing, the player gets EXP points that make his MetaPopit grow in level. The higher the  
 position of the MetaPopit in the Leadearboard, the higher its value.
 
 MARKETPLACE The player can purchase cosmetics from the Marketplace, in order to increase the value of his   
 MetaPopit. He can also sell some of his character’s items, power ups and NFTs on the Marketplace. 
 
 
 
Time is a very important resource, how can the player acquire extra time? 

As explained, there is a limited time to complete a game level. If the player runs out of time during the level, he has 
to start from the beginning (unless he has check point power-ups). There are ways to obtain and collect extra time 
to be used when needed. 

 
 WINNING TREASURES, one of the treasure rewards can be extra time (+30s,+1m,+2m). 
 
 COLLECTING AND EXCHANGING 25 COAL UNITS: this will provide a +2m extra time power-up.
 
 PLAYING IN LENDING MODE, the player can be rewarded in Lending Coins that can be exchanged to obtain  
 extra time (see the Lending chapter for more details).



Roadmap

Team Formation
Entity establishment

Conceptualization of Project & business model
Design/ ART direction

Game conceptual design
Community building and growth

Website and Whitepaper

Q3-Q4 
2021

POPIT NFT and smart contract creation
Origin Drop whitelisting of 6969 POPIT NFTs

POPIT NFT Staking platform launch
Game play detail and strategy

Complete play to earn mechanics

$POPIT Single and LP staking launch
Initial game prototype

First Cinematic game trailer
Marketplace V1.0 release

3D Game Beta release V1.0
P2E: PVP, PVE, Leaderboard, Quest…

MetaPopit ecosystem expansion
Metaverse development

NFT Lending and breeding launch

Q1  
Phase 1  

2022

Q1  
Phase 2  

2022

Seed and Private Token Sale
Industry Partners and Advisors Finalization

Marketing campaign and airdrops
Token generation event

Technical audit
Token listing CEX and DEX

3D Game alpha release (For Partners)
3D Game alpha release (For community)

3D Game asset offering
Augmented reality alpha launch

Cross-game earning with gaming partners
Mobile game version release (IOS & Android)

Augmented reality beta launch (IOS & android)
Full game release

Q2  
Phase 1  

2022

Q2  
Phase 2  

2022

Q3  
Phase 2  

2022

Q3  
Phase 1  

2022



Core Team

Co-founder of the SOPHORIA VFX. 
Romy has over 15 years of experience in the the VFX & Game industry. 

 
He has worked for clients such as NETFLIX, SAMSUNG, Lipton, BMW. 

 

Diletta worked as Creative Producer from 2014  
and she is the VFX Producer at Sophoria since 2017. 

She has a creative background in motion graphic, 2d animation, and game concept.

Degree in computer science.  
He started is work experience in the 2000s as a 3D Artist & Game Dev. 
He specialized in Interactive, Augmented Reality, and Virtual Reality.

Co-founder of the SOPHORIA VFX. 
He has over 18 years of experience in Film, TV, and the games industry. 

 
He has worked on films such as Avatar, Harry Potter, Prince of Persia, Nanny Mcphee, 

Dark Tide and was the Lead animator on Game of Thrones for 5 years! 
 

He was nominated 3 times for a VES society award for his work on Game of Thrones. 

Romy Tesei

Diletta Catà Marco Rossetti

Jonathan Symmonds


